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The truth shall not live quietly.
October 26, 1992 Volume 1 Issue 5

Portsmouth, Ohio

Shawnee State University

Controversy theme of SSU Trustee Meeting
Donna Kerecz
UC Editor

During the Oct. 19 session, what
appeared to be a normal SSU Board
of Trustee meeting turned into one
of controversy.
William Hanlon, Assist. Pro-fessorofC'.omputer Information Systems, who is also president of the
SEA, questioned the placement of
Dr. Paul Crabtree from the position
of Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs to Vice President of
Student Affairs without a search·
committee. He also questioned if
Riclwd Howard, current Vice President of student affairs, upon retirement on Jan. 1, 1993,wouldpickup
his pension.
Thomas Winters, Board of
Trusteernember,becarneangryand
told Hanlon the choice of whether
to place someone within SSU, or to
have a search committee, was the
sole choice of the Board.
Winters asked Hanlon, "Don't
you feel Dr. Crabcree is qualified?''
Hanlon 's reply was," We don't

know, we haven't had a chance to see
his credentials.''
Just as the tone of the session
began to ease off, Jeff Bauer, Associate Professor of Geology, said, ·.. 1
have the utmost respect for these
people" (referringto Howardand Crabtree). Buthesaid, "It'snotthe best for
SSU, we have old ideas in student
affairs. We need new attitudes, and
we are not going to change these by
changing seats. The financial factor
will pass, but this change will have a
long term effect."
Bauer said there had always been
a search for positionts in the past and
that we were not following equal opportwrity guidelines.
Winters, becoming angrier, said,
"I think it's time for a new attitude
that this board knows what it is doing.
Once in awhile, it would be nice to
hear some positive things. We do
more than is called for.''
Winters said from now on, when
he thinks someone is wrong, he is
going to state it. Winters repeated to

Bauer, "Start with a new attitude
that the board knows what it is
doing."
Bauer replied, "I'm also going to tell you, I think you are
doingthewrongthing. Peoplefrom
time to time make mistakes.''
The meeting ended soon after,
leaving many questions unanswered.
Hanlon told The Chronicle that
the SEA was setting a precedent
by speaking up, something it has
not done since the 1990_strike. "I
always say positive things at the
board meeting,' 'Hanlon said.
He said the position for a vice
president level, according to UFA
bylaws, has the UFA participating
in that search. And he said, ''They
didn'trunitbythe UFA,oranyooe
else. If Crabtree is qualified is not
the point - it's the process."
Hanlon, referring to an article
which appeared in TheDaily Times
on Oct. 16 entided "SSU Vice
President Gives Up Job for One

of Lesser Pay," said "All Bette
Howard, in the letter, said his
Pearce, in writing this article, did move to consider retirement was to
was call SSU and ask about sala- save SSU money, but he also had to
ries." "It's a smoke screen," said be concerned about his ability to
Hanlon.
provide for his family.
Hanlon said a news release,
A letter from Zimmennan dated
dated Oct. 20, named Crabtree as Sept. 17 said, "If you (Howard)
new Vice President but failed to retire from STRS and begin emstate the board had accepted the ployment in a position covered
retirement of Howard.
by PERS, you would not be eliHoward told The Chronicle he gible for STRS benefits for 2
started teaching at Valley High full months."
School in 1962 and has been in the
According to the Ohio Teachsystem for 31 years.
ers Retirement and Financial SeHe said, "I was eligible for curity Plan, the formula for reretirement last year ..,. He said he tirement provides 63% with 30
didn't lBlderstand why the SEA had years of service.
a problem. ''I am leaving the STRS
Howardsaidheislosing. "Ihave
(State Teachers Retirement Sys- 360 days ofsicldeave and I am losing
tem) and going to PERS (Public 330 of those days. I don't want to get
Employees Retirement System).'' beat up for this- I am moving into this
In a letter dated Sept. •8th, position to help students.
Howard
asked
Richard
Howard's retirement coupled
Zimmerman, Deputy Executive with the savings of the estimated
Director of Member Benefits, ifhe benefits and the eliminatioo of the
could move from STRS to PERS Asst. Vice President's position, is
without proble~.
estimated to save SSU $81,058.
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Results will be published in Nov. 2 issue

·-----------------·
Pre-Ballot
*Republican
George Bush/Dan Quayle

* Democratic

Bill Clinton/ Al Gore
*Independent
Ross Perot/ General Stockdale
Lanora B. Fulaini/Maria Munoz
Bo Gritz/Cy Minette

Please return ballots to University Chronicle Office; Massie 411.

Art work by BIii Holmes, UC News Editor
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Shame on Mr. Winters,
member board of trustees.

7

Say trick-or-treat. Say
trick-or-treat.

I
I
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John HagelinNinton Tompkin
Lyndon LaRouche JrJJames L. Bevel

·-----------------~
1~0
Mad Manson ~ill be giving
..I away free music.
Adre Morrou/Nancy Lord
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Opinion
Assume Makes an Ass out of ''U'' and Me!

The University Chronicle

Anthony L. Estep
UC Page Manager

I attended my first Board of
Trustee•s meeting this past Monday, and I received a total shock.
. Mr. William Hanlon and Dr.
Jeff Bauer, SSU faculty members
and representatives of the Shawnee
Educational Association (SEA) were
stating their concerns that a national

search was not preformed by the
Board to fill the position of recently retired Vice President,
Mr. Richard Howard, when they
were
RUDELY
INTERRUPTED by Mr. 'rhomas Winters, a member of the Board of
Trustees.
Winters stated he was angry
at everyone for questioning the
Board of Trustees, and he as-

serted that everyone should assume that the Board was right.
Well, first I see Mr. Winters'
action as completely unprofessional.
Second, as the old proverb states,
"If you can't stand the heat, get out
of the kitchen."
Mr. Winters, your actions ofdisrespect to these two gentlemen was
totally uncalled for.
Sir, I have respect for anyone

that defends the faculty and the student interest, but until I heard
your reply to your colleagues
Monday I thought you were a
person that students and tax payers could come to and express
their concerns.
I now see that you are a
closed-minded individual that
doesn't respect the opinions and
ideas of others.

Domino's National Office DeniesAnti-abortion Stance
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To the Editor
Recently, a letter by Melinda Akins
was published in The Chronicle, which
contained untrue, damaging statements
about Domino's Pizza and its founder,
Tom Monaghan.
Mr. Monaghan has never been a
supporterofOperations Rescue. In fact,
he has been asked to contribute and has
declined to do so. Mr. Monaghan is a
staunch Roman Catholic and, as such,
his views do closely mirror those ofhis
church. He does not, however, financially support the anti-abortion movement. In fact, the only contribution he
has ever made which could possible be
construed as such was a personal contribution in 1989 to the Michigan Committee to End State-funded Abortions
because he did not personally want his
tax money going to fund abonions. It
had nothing to do with being anti-abortion other than that he didn't want to
have to pay fQr them. Michigan voters
apparently agreed with him as the measure passed overwhelmingly.
Our country's freedom of speech
protection allows newspapers a deal of
leeway in expression ofopinions. However, when a statement is made by
someone that could seriously hurt another, the newspaper has the responsi-

bility to check out the statement. This that The Chronicle published her statewas not done in this instance, and the ments "with malice aforethought," i.e.
false statement has now done a great that you did it with the intention of
deal of damage to the local franchise of hurting Domino's Pizza and Tom
Domino's Pizza. This is a local Monaghan. We do not think this is the
businessperson. It is not owned by a case, and therefore, we do not plan to
local businessperson. It is not owned by press the issue any further. .
You may be interested to know,
Tom Monaghan.
Ifyour local franchisee goes under, however, that Domino's Pizza is curhe suffers the loss, not Domino's Pizza. rently taking legal action against those
And it is your city which ends up with who are actively spreading these false
another vacant storefront, less tax money and damaging rumors (not individuals,
for programs and services and more of but organiutions and publications). In
your friends, family and neighbors out some instances, we've even found that
employees and owners of other piu.a
of work.
Ifsomeone had written and claimed · stores have been spreading these falsethat a local politician had killed his hoods in hopes ofkilling off their comwife, would-you not check 1t out before petition; namely, Domino's. These
printing the letter? Ofcourse you would! rumors typically start small, changing
Then , why wasn't this done in this and growing with each retelling.
instance? You have allowed someone Domino's does not intend to allow this
with totally false infonnation to seri- to happen. In recent years, companies
ously damage a local businessperson as diverse as Wendy's hamburgers and
and jeopardii.e the livelihood of more Proctor & Gamble have been hurt by
such rumors. And in the case of P & G,
than 20 of your local citizens.
Ms. Akins is, ofcourse, welcome to the rumor continued to surface until
her own opinions, wrong as they are. legal acti,on was taken and a large monju~nt againSHt oom.:'
The Constitution does not, however, etary
·· • ·protect false and libelous statements. petitor was awarded.
Ms. Akins mentions "those of us
For Domino's to take action on her
statements, we would have to prove who are boycotting Domino's." I don't

To the Editor
For the past two years we at
Domino's Pizu have really appreci-_
ated and respected Shawnee State
University's business. A,lways trying
our best to serve you well, Delivering
pizzas for Monday Night F®tball, fresh,
hot, on time, and at a discounted price.

As a M. I. T. (Manager in training) at Domino's Pizza, I feel it is my
responsibility to see that the public is
well informed. Domino's Pizza of
Portsmouth is one of a franchise
owned by Mr. Pat McNeill ofMcNeill
Enterprises. Mr. Tom Monaghan is
the founder of the NAME Domino's.

know whom she is speaking about, but
I encourage them to get the facts. In
writing this response, I went so far as
to call the national office of the National OrganizationforWomen(NOW)
just to make certain that there wasn't
something out there that I didn't know
about. NOW says they are not boycotting Domino's, and I'd think ifthere
was a boycott, they would be involved.
In closing, as a former newspaper
reporter and opinion page writer myself, I appreciate the job that you do. I
also know that opinions are just that:
opinions of the writer. However, as
mentioned earlier, journalists have a
responisbility to at least attempt to
print the truth. You wouldn't knowingly print false information. But in
this instance, false infonnation was,
nonetheless, printed. And, frustratingly, a simple phone call to check out
Ms. Akins allegations could have prevented it.
I believe an apology is owed to the
local Domino's Pizza owner/operator,
and I hope that steps will be taken to
see that this type of irresponsibility
does not happen again.
Mike Jenklns,APR
National Director, Public Relations

Local Domino's does not support same organizations. as founder
We do not feel that this should in any
way make our store responsible for
what he personally chooses to support.
Mr. Monaghan may earn his money
from Domino's but we cannot control
what he does with it. Our store does not
support the organiutions mentioned in
Ms. Melinda Akins article in The Uni-

versity Chronicle.
Once again, Domino's Piz:r.a
of Portsmouth really appreciates
Shawnee State University's business and hopes to have a chance to
serve you well in the future. Thank
you.
William Marcum

All Americ~ns of Native American descent feel spiritually wounded

from death is a cycle of nature, such as in embracing American culture and
To the Editor
I am writing in response to Cheryl a tree's transition from winter to spring. politics, seeking to redress µibal grievCollins letter in the Oct. 19 issue of The It applies here, as well. Israel's birth ances on the inside by changing laws
Chroniclethatcametothewonderfully came from the ashes of the Canaanite and updating old laws to make them
rational decision that I am an "asi- culture, or was that wrong, too?
workable, not by making Columbus out
nine" "racist." I am also writing to
All Americans ofNative American to be some genocidal madman.
reassureeveryonethatreadMs.Collins decent (myself included) feel spirituTheAmericathatlliveinisnotaland
article that comparing America to Nazi ally wounded when remembering the of ignorant asinine racists. It is a place
Germany is not accurate.
Indian Wars or the "Trail of Tears," wherethousandsofgoodmenandwomen
Higher ci viliutions overwhelm but would you have my white heritage have risked life, freedom, and property to
primitive cultures (no matter how many and my Indian heritage make war with stop the mmlers, to stop the slavery, and
different "highly socialized" nations each other?
to stop the truly genocidal. The America
are present) as progress demands. All
The entire world is dominated by I live in is a place touched by God.
1ii.CID1MA1Pl1,11'te1iiiS1Qft1L1[ili)ISeil.lfrol,Ll,ll,m&UQfa.ulJ1o1en11.1e
....
rou,ip.,..,iru;C.i.S1
..iB,i.ij1,1,rthu-._th_e..::wU;hwit~e..uma:11Wn..ol's~c~uil.!Jturelol!ll....:1O~lwlruh~o~pll:,e,A!li:,.~S;:..____rlll.d. ulikele~l~0..2sa!t.lvwtha11.1Wt..1.J.2am~sumn-:u'111sed<111.1ob:.i.v_

your ignorance, unfortunately, I am
not. There have always been people
around who put fear into people's
hearts and minds and there have always been people frightened enough
to listen.
f will continue to cel~brate Columbus Day-not so much for what he
did- or did not do, but because even
though he had faults, he symbolizes
the spirit of adventure, of looking
forwarjl and of dreaming, and ifthat is
all he inspires that is enough.
_Darcy Cllamherlln
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The University Chronicle

The University .Chronicle staff endorses Vern Riffe

The University Chronicle proudly endorses Vern Riffe for
re-election to the Ohio House of Representatives.
Riffe deserves to be reelected because of his stand for
education throughout Ohio, and especially for his support of
SSU.
Riffe has aided Scioto County and Southern Ohio as the
force that has made SSU Ohio's 13th state university.
In a time when the budget crisis is hitting SSU hard, we
need a proven defender ofSSU in office. SSU, the youngest of
the state universities, is still in its infancy but is developing
rapidly.
IfSSU is denied funds or is reduced in funds, its growth will
be squelched. The other universities, such as Ohio State
University and Ohio University, have reached stable period
in their development.
However, SSU is developing to suit the needs of Southern
Ohio and the tri-county area and, with its continued facelift, is
beginning to draw national and international students.

a

A View From The
Cheap Seats
by

Jay Arr

Henderson
Nostah?ia for the future?

As I walk the halls of Shawnee, I am amazed at all the
young faces. Even worse, the young faces appear to be
attached to young bodies. Yes, there's no doubt about it.
wo. ~mce they so clearly outnumber the oldsters, it would be
only proper of them to try to make us old people feel
comfortable. Instead they insist on doing such impolite things
as running up and down the stairs without breathing hard. How
obnoxious can you get?

The greatest upcoming project for which Riffe helped
obtain funds is the $6. 7 million Fine and Performing Arts
Center. Since 1982, Ohio has sent SSU $153 million for
operations and capital expenditures.
SSU used $6.8 million on the Vern Riffe Advanced
technology Building, which will be dedicated next month,
$4.5 million on the recently opened University Center, and
will spend $1.8 million on the connector for the James A.
Rhodes Sports Center and the Activities Center.
Speaker Riffe has . served Scioto County, where he has
lived his entire life, with a true sense of devotion to its people.
He was elected in 1958 from the 89th Ohio House District, then
comprised of Scioto and Pike Counties but which now encompasses Scioto County and approximately half of Lawrence
County. He has served 17 consecutive terms in the Ohio House
of Representatives. He has served nine tenns as Speaker of the
Ohio House, longer than anyone else in the history of the state.
Riffe serves as chairman of the Rules Committee and

Legislative Service Commission.
He has received countless honors including being named
Legislatorofthe Yearby the Ohio Sportsman; being honored
by Disabled Veterans and the State House Press Corps;
receiving honorary Doctor of Law degree from Ohio State
University, where he will soon have a building named in his
honor; receiving an honorary Doctorof Public Service Degree
from Rio Grande College, and inany more.
One ofthe two major state buildings in Columbus is named
in his honor. As summed up by one major newspaper in Ohio
why Riffe has recieved so many awards of distinction, it has
been for ''the untiring efforts for the people of his district and
throughoutthe state." Riffe is a statesman that the entire SSU
community needs on its side. The many things Vern Riffe has
established for SSU is a compounded list that would impress
anyone. As a student voter, you are group that needs representation.
BECOME POLITICALLY AW ARE.

I often have trouble communicating with the young,
which is only fair since I used to wear a badge that said Never
Trust Anyone Over Thirty. I wore it until I was twenty-nine, at
which point it began to seem a little silly,especially since it was
1980 and everybody else had quit wearing those buttons a
decade earlier. I was a believer in the generation gap when I
was young; like most ofmy generation, I never dreamed I'd
live long enough to see it from both sides.
The fact that so many of the students attending Shawnee
didn't live through the sixties is a cultural gap that c!ln't be
crossed. I've tried to explain the Sixties a few times, but it
doesn't work. I can list the events, but I can't communicate
how it felt to be young in the Sixties. We had a saying back then
that went: "You have to be born black to knowhow it feels."
Well, you had to live through the Sixties to know how it felt.
All I know is, we haven't had a good decade since. The
Seventies gave us disco, and the Eighties gave us Reagan. So
far, the Nineties are shaping up well. The dissolution of the
Soviet Union is surely a good thing. We finally spent them into
bankruptcy. They always felt they had to have more missiles

and bombs than we did. For every dollar we spent, they had
to spend two.
And, of course, we won because Reagan could buy entire
new defense systems and put it on his MasterCharge. Now,
of course, the bill is coming due and we find ourselves
approximately eleventy-eightyteen kazillion dollars in debt.
Our daily interest payments are more than the gross national
product ofsome small countries. So maybe the Nineties won't
be so great after all.
It looks to be a lean time, without much money, especially
if Perot wins the election. Soon we may all be just hangin' out
because there are no jobs, wearing old beat-up blue jeans and
sandals because we won't have the money for proper shoes,
and wearing our hair long because we can't afford haircuts,
and we'll all need to escape the _world for a. while so
will try to stimulate the economy by starting a really stupid war
somewhere nobody ever heard of, and...
Wait a minute. This all sounds familiar. Maybe today's
youth will get a chance to find out what the Sixties were like
after all...

The
Art of Grafitti on Bathroom Walls
Recently, today in fact, I ventured to the men's room on
the second floor of Massie Hall. As a general practice (I'm
watching my health), I don't nonnally
wander into public restrooms. Today
was an uncommon breach of that
norm.
/I
It's a common fact that one normally doesn't need to carry reading
1.
materials to the confines of a public
restroom stall. The reasons are simple:
First, few people I know would spend
a prolonged period of time in a public restroom to begin with, let alone
enough time to read anything of real
importance.
Secondly, the walls are traditionally inscribed with many forms of
entertainment. It's sort of a tabloid newspaper, such as the
National Enquirer magazine, for people with enquiring
minds (like rne).There are phone numbers of indiviuals
whom are quite capable of a number of things. It's like a
restroom stall reference service, is it not?
One can learn a great deal from reading notes inscribed in
ink on those walls. There are humurous notes and grotesque
poems. There are even entertaining and sometimes even
vividly descriptive (male) anatomical drawings. Some of
these interesting drawings are even labeled with names of

select faculty members as well as students, apparently the
author's portrayal of someone whom he dislikes. Needless
to say, I have never seen these
anatomy-parts people walking
through the halls, and I'm sure none
sit next to me in any of my classes.
I am sure 1 would be unmistakably
sure of this if there were such individuals.
Apparently on a regular basis of
once each decade, these walls are
painted over, and all the restroom
literature is obliterated. I'm confident word will spread (like the SSU
boredom syndrome) that there are
clean, fresh, non-literated restroom
walls onto which new advertisments can now be placed.
I can't help but imagine how many world famous
artists, sculptors, writers and poets exhibited their first works
ofart ona wall somewhere. I mean,just where did Leonardo
de Vinci and Michaelangelo find the inspiration for the works
in which they are famous for? Probably at the public watering
hole near their hometowns. I imagine the trees near these
watering holes had notes similiar to this inscribed upon them
in the 16th century: To haveth a good tymeth, knocketh
three tymes at the dwellingeth of Beulah.
Dennis Da is a UC Sta Writer

The University Chronicle welcomes your letter to the editor

DidYou Know?????---1
-The Free Lance-Star in Fredericksburg, Va., used the stat

OI (freedom oflnfonnation) law to check on how active a fai

ousing law of the fair housing commission had been. I
earned the commission had made one investigation in 20 years.
--The Charlotte (N. C.) Observer used more than 40 FO
equests to disclose how the presidentofthe University ofSout
arolina was spending money: weekends in the Caribbean
12,000 private-plane flights, travels in Europe with selecte
tudents at university expense, $330,000 for the widow ofEg
ian president Anwar Sadat for three semesters at the university.
--There are over 60 hate organizations that are active in th
.S., with at least 50 publications spreading the doctrine o
hite supremacy and preaching the inferiority of African Ameri
ans, Native Americans, Hispanics, Jews, Asians and othe
inonties.
--82% of American mothers say their sex Ii fe suffers afte
hey and their partners have children.
--25% of Americans think the sun is a plante.
--10% of American truck drivers are female.
--6% of American prison inmates got no further in schoo
ban kindergarten.
--Eli Whitney did not invent the cotton gin. Daniel Thomas
·nan article in 1965 in the Journal of Southern History, docu
ents that the cotton gin was invented in Asia and perfected i
anto Domingo in the 1740's-half a century before Whitrte
roducedhis gin. The Santo Domingo gin was crude but effective.
single slave using the machine could produce up to sixt
soffiberaday;aslaveworkingbyhandcouldproduceju
pound.

Opinion
Octor:,;6; 1992
A door leading into another dimension-----

The University Chronicle
You're traveling through space
and time. You come to a door leading into another dimension. A dimension where hair is plentiful, love
is beautiful, and confonnity is prohibited . . You're about to cross
into ...The Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. This week, thanks to
all of the debates, I'm in a political
mood. In short, I've got Bush on the
brain, and I've got to get rid of it.
Recently, our belittled president
has decided that his opponent, Gov.
Bill Clinton, is unpatriotic because
of his demonstrations against the

Vietnam war some 23 years ago.
Apparently, our fearful leader believes it is our duty, as what he calls
Americans, to stand behind our country and it's actions whether we agree
or disagree with those actions.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but
doesn't the First Ammendrnent of
theConstitutionguaranteeaperson's
right to demonstrate peaceably if
she/he disagrees with the government ? That's how I interpret it, and
I'm sure that's how Clinton interpreted it.
If that interpretation is correct,

Well, what happens at least once
a week in this and any recent year's
presidential elections? The polls
change again and again and again.
CantheAmericanpublicbesofickle?
A better question may be, can they
be so gullible?
I'll be honest with you I'm fed
up with media polls and I hope that
no one takes them seriously. I hon~
estly feel that Sunday's football point
spreads are more accurate than any
Time\CNN poll on the public's opinion on any subject.
Let's go back to this years Democratic and Republican National Conventions. Do you know what happened afterward? Give up? The
pollsters reported that President
Bush, who was about 30 pts. behind
in the polls the week before, moved
up in the polls and almost tied Gov.
Clinton.
Damn! That must have been one
hell of a speech he gave at the con-

vention. Trust me none of the
speeches this year have
been that impressive.
Even 01' Cowboy
Ron's sentimental ride
offinto the political swiset couldn 'tha ve helped
the Republicans that
much.
"Ifone speech (especiallythatone) really
could influence the publics opinion
almost30% then these people should
be considered to stupid to vote."
(Joey Varacalli)
Polls are inaccurate for many
reasons. One, it is impossible to
contact everyone, find out their opinion and record it. Two, it is possible
that the random sampling group
used in any poll can be significantly
over stocked with representatives
ofeitherpolitical party. This would
accowit for incredibly high ratings
for either candidate.

.The Twilight
Zorne
by

Kevin Zornes

Time\CNN on September 22-24

conducted a poll of 848 "likely"
voters and printed the results September 29th in the New York Times.
How could 848 people out of approximately 250,000,000 be an accurate representation of the American public's voting preference? It
can't.
If this is so why does the media
put some much faith in the polls?
This is simple. They are the ones
conducting and reporting on the
polls. This gives them something to
write about and it also backs up the

liberal slant they present.
I really don't trust
today' s media because
it likes to portray themselves as fighting for the
little guy. If they argue
for the right wing they
seem to be for the establishment. Beinganti-establishment seems to
give them more credibility as they are bucking the system and doing the right thing. In
doing this they lose their objectivity
and become bias.
In my opinion these polls sway
the voters who aren ·t intelllgem
enough to know better and you know
who they are. They are the people
who don't read our, or any other,
paper. Theyarealsothosewhodon't
take time out of their schedule to
watch the news. Ifby some chance
they do watch the news they aren't
intelligent enough to see though all

wasn't Clinton merely exercising
his tjght as an American citizen
when he protested the war ? I believe so.
Wasn't this country founded by
people who disagreed with the established government? Did they, or
did they not, give up their homes to
travel thousands of miles to escape
a government that wanted to control nearly every aspect of their
daily lives?
I've known the answer to these
questions since the first grade. Why
doesn't George?

the liberal crap and see the real
news. I digress, however, so I'll
stop bashing the toothless, racist,
xenophobic, Confederate bumper
sticker, hick crowd who yearn for
the good ol' days of cotton gins and
Jefferson Davis and among who
David Duke is still a legitimate
candidate. (Yee Haw!)
Ok here it is in a nutshell. Don't
listen to the polls, they are inaccurate and they are evil. They prey on
the weak minds of the
undereducated American voter. Do
your part for America spread the
word.
·
lilt: University Chronicle took •
it's first poll and found that the
American public is about as impressed with this year's condidates
as they are with John Dietz Walker's
hair.

May your life beas entertaining
as you wish it to be.

Like, right off the bat, I'd like to apologize---

Like, right off the bat, I'd like to
apologize to Robbie Burke's class
in the concern of my survey on
parking at SSU. My survey is not a
scientific study and
therefore I will put a
hold on its performance until Burke's
classhasfinishedtheir
survey so that the two
do not conflict with
each other. Again I
apologize to Burke's
class, and wish them
luck on their own survey. I hope everyone
will participate in it.
Lilce, today let's look at grievance procedures in the Arts and
Humanities Department, which can,
lilce, be considered totally unfair in
some cases. Yo, like this fine, outstanding student came to me about a
week ago.

The babe's-complaint was grievance procedures. She had followed
these procedures, as outlined in the
student handbook for SSU. She had

Let's Make Waves
by

AnthonyL.
Estep
to miss 5 days of class time. Like,
this Instructor, on the syllabus, stated
only that grades would be affected if
classes were missed. First, this student has been,like, on the Dean's
numeral uno list multiple times. She
triedtocontactthelmtructor, Dudes.
He had no posted office hours, like,

where students could get into con- pointment time.
This was brought to Dean
tact with him. At the end of the
ti_uarter, like, this babe had a high C Travis's attention, who told the stuaverage. But, because she missed 5 dent that in the future the Instructor
days, her grade was would, have to wst hours and a
dropped 1 whole letter. misseddaypolicythatisstatedmore
Like, whoa, is this unfair clearly in his syllabus. He said he
or what?
would not go farther with the situaThe average instruc- tion than that. Now if the syllabus
tor will drop a percent- was wrong and the Instructor had no
age of a grade based on office hours posted, how c~ it be
how many classes were held against a student?
Here is a student that carries a
missed. This is mderstandable and even per- full-case load and hopes to continue
c~ivable, but on the syl- on to Law School after she leaves
of,
other SSU. Grades can eff~ct which
la bus
insttuctors, they list how missed days schools will accept this student. The
will effect the grade. Not so on this · ·babe tried to the best of her ability to
syllabus.
contact the Instructor, and could
How can this babe be expected not.
to contact, like, an Instructor who
Doesshedeservetohaveawhole
has no posted office hours? Yet. he letter grade dropped? I think not.
expects you to, catch him in -his First off, if a missed days grading
office whenever, just to set an ap- procedure is used, like, should it not

be stated completely on the syllabus? If it wasn't, isn't dropping a
whole grade a little wifair? I think
so, if the Instructor can't list office
hours and state exactly how grades
will be affected due to missed days,
then he shouldn't be allowed to put
it on the syllabus at all. Students
have a reason to be concerned.
Even after Dean Travis performed his investigation, he would
not change the decision made. l
can see dropping a grade from a C+
to maybe a C for 3 to 5 days but to
drop the student a complete letter
is purely unfair.
I, like, hope that the student
gets better reactions from her next
step which is to send a letter to
A.L. Addington. This unfair grade
deserves to be changed to a more
acceptable grade of a C-, or even a
C, not in the D area at all.

f
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News of the

(Bonn, Germany) Green Party
founder, Petra Kelly, was believed
to be killed by her long-time companion, Gert Bastian who then, apparently, committed suicide. The
two decomposing bodies were located in Tannenbusch, a middle class
residential district in Bonn, in the
rented home. The event was suspected to occur approximately Sept
29 of this year. There has been no
evidence ofapuicide pact.
The Green Party was founded in
1979 as representation of environmentalists, pacifists, feminists, and
communists. In 1990, the party had
lost its seats in the German Parliament, whichwascomprisedofKelly
and Bastian, when it did not have the
5% of the vote needed for representation.
(Washington) The House Judi-

ciary Committee called Thursday
fora special prosecutorforthe "Iran~
gate'' case. The committee stated
that, ''It is beyond dispute that these
allegations are extremely serious.''
The House committee claims that
the Justice Department tried to get
the CIA to submit faulty evidence in
a case over an Atlanta bank manager
processing 5 million dollars worth
of unauthorized loans to Iraq from
its parent company in Italy. This
transaction was made to Iraq before
the Persian Gulf War.
(Washington) FBI Director William Sessions, has been accused of
misusing powers afforded to his office and tax laws. Some in Congress
argue that the charges against the
apparently shining record of Sessions is a ploy to delay and weaken
Sessions probe into the ''Iraq-gate''

scandal. The FBI will be running
investigations upon the Justice Department. Democratic Representative from Michigan, John Conyers,
claims "If you think the administration is seriously trying to get to
the bottom of the mess, I've got a
bridge in Brooklyn I'd like to sell
you."
(Moscow) Mikhail Gorbachev,
fonner president of the now disintegrated Soviet Union, was last
week prohibited to leave the Russia, by President Boris Yeltsin.
Gorbachev, one ofYeltsin's hardest critics of Yeltsin' s reforms, was
planning to go to South Korea this
week. Gorbachev claims, according to the Komsomolskaya Pravda,
a Russian daily newspaper, that
· Yeltsin and his government "has
failed, and they don't like failure.

The University Chronicle
The president can't handle his responsibilities."
(New York) In the United Nations, five Islamic nations: Turkey,
Iran, Pakistan, Egypt, and Segal
have formed a committee that seeks
action against supposed ethnic
cleansing in Bosnia. Many Islamic states say that the Christian Serbs and Croats are waging
war against Bosnian Muslims which
make up 44% of the population.
This marks the first time in the
modem world that Muslim states
have acted on an issue concerning
Europe. However, Turkey and Iran
rule out, at this time, any use of
military force by them to intervene
in the conflict.

(Sarajevo) According to the
United
Nations,
Bosnia-

Herzegovina will need 880 tons of
food daily, or 138,379 tons total
during the winter. -sarajevo, the
Bosnian capital, will need 240 tons
alone to endure the winter. Currently only 89 trucks run the gauntlet into the war-ravaged Sarajevo
and according to U.N. officials the
winter will drarnaticly slow that
down.
Muslim forces had blockaded
the main road to the Sarajevo airport c)aiming Serbs were using it to
transport tanks. However, at the
requestofthe U.N., they cautiously
reopened the road to hwnanitarian
supplies.
Great Britain has deployed
2,400 troops to serve with the U.N.
Peace Keeping Forces that are currently protecting the convoys in
Bosnia-Herz.egovina.
Copllled by BIii
Holmes, News Editor

Strickland explains goals if elected to Congress
By Daniel Stewart

Guest Writer

Dr. Ted Strickland, SSU professor of psychology, said his goal in
the fall campaign for Sixth District
representative to the United States
House of Representatives is to take
.. }X)Sitive message to the people.
Strickland, a Democrat who is a
Scioto County native and Lucasville resident, is also a consulting
psychologist at the Souther Ohio
Correctional Facility. He will face
Republican incumbent Bob
McEwen of Hillsboro.
The Sixth District is a 14 county
district consisting of Scioto, Lawrence, Gallia, Jackson, Meigs, Pike,
Highland, Vinton, Hocking, Athens, Washington, and parts of War-

ren and Ross Counties.
Speaking at a Behavioral Sciences Society meeting, Strickland
said, "The House banking scandal,
in which McEwen has about 166
overdrafts, is an issue."
According to Associated Press
reports, McEwen recently received
a letter clearing him ofany criminal
violations in last year's House banking scandal.
''The letter only clears him
(McEwen) of criminal charges,''
Strickland said. "There ought to be
higher standards for congressmen
than simply whether or not an action
is illegal ... a behavior may be legal,
but still unethical. If an ordinary
citizen did what he (McEwen) did

they'd be severely punished."
Strickland, who has been endorsed by Vern Riffe, speaker of the
Ohio House of Representatives, and
numerous Jaber organizations, said
that being a state central coounittee
member helped his vote tOOll in the
June 2 primary.
Strickland is the son of a steelworker and is eighth of nine children
from a working-class family.
Approximately 365 students recentlyattendedarallyforStricklandat
Ohio University at Athens. "It was a
great rally," Strickland said "Over
200 students signed up as volunteers to
work on my campaign."
Strickland pledged that he will
fulfillhiscampaignmotto, "Putting

the peq,le first" Strickland said, "I
plan totalkaboutmyopponentsrecCl'd
... my opponent initially denied any
wrongdoing in the bad check scandal,
but when the truth came out, he still
refuses to accept respomibility fCI' his
actioos and apologize to the peq,Ie ...
the voters are sick and tired of politicians who have oothing to offer."
This is Strickland's fourth bid for
Congress,includinghavingJX'eviously
run twice agaimt McEwen.
Both candidates will meet in a
series of debates. Two sites finalized for debates are Chillicothe and
Athens.
"All my life, I've worked to
help people. I'm running for Congress ~cause I believe our govern-

ment must once again put the people
first,'' Strickland said. He said he will fight for jobs for
workers, affordable health care,
money for education and an end to
poverty for the district's children.
Strickland's spouse, Dr. Frances
Smith, who said she believes that
the clues to meaningful life work are
found in a person's early childhood
traits, said ''there are a lot of long
hours in this campaign ... and lack of
sleep is common, but in about 36
days it'll be worth it."
''I offer the people commitment,
honest and extremely hard work,"
Strickland said. "With the help of
voters, we can put the people first in
Congress.''

Program offers chance to teach in Japan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College graduates interested in
teaching English in Japan are encouraged to apply for a unique program that pays Ohioans to teach in
Japanese public schools for a year.
The Ohio-Saitama English
Teaching Program (OSET) is accepting applications for l 5 teaching
positions in junior high schools in
Saitama, a Japanese prefecture or
state northwest of Tokyo.
"It's a chance to really make a
difference," said Barry Emberlin,
associate director of the Ohio Pro-

gram of Intensive English .
''Those who are eventually
selectd 'have outgoing personalities, are self-assured and are
curious about other cultures.
They can think of themselves as
good will ambassadors."
The OSET program began October 22, 1990 when Ohio and
Saitama officials signed a sisterstate agreement, establishing the
program with OPIE as administrator.
OSET currently has 25 Ameri-

cansteachingin20cities,Emberlin
said.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens, graduates of an Ohio accredited college or university and native speakers of English. Those
selected will serve as assistant language instructors who team teach
with Japanese English teachers,
focusing on pronunciation and
conversation skills. ·
The instructors' job includes developing teaching materials assisting with an·English language club

and making occasional presentations about life in Ohio.
"It's a wonderful opportunity
for someone todevelop professional
skills and an awareness of the interrelationships of two very different
cultures," Emberlin said.
Teachersarepaid3,600,000yen
or about $30,000 a year for the
year's contract and receive roundtrip air fare and a subsidized housing equal to about half the cost of
renting an apartment.
Prior to departure, teachers are

required to participate in a 7-day
orientation which includes an intensive course in Japanese language,
and introduction to teaching English as a second language (TESL),
and an introduction to Japanese culture and food.
Application deadline is January
22, 1993. Departure for Japan is in
late July. Teachers begin work in
Japan m early August.
Foranapp/ication, write to: OPIE/
OSETProgram. 201 Gordy Hall. Ohio
University,Athens,Ohio45701-2979.

ssu recently participated in a historical first by receiving an electronic
mail message from Nizhny Novgorod
State University in Russia. The electronic mail was sent to SSU's President
Dr. Clive Veri via the Internet computer network.
Veri said, .. I was surprised, but

pleased to hear my desk top computer
beep and then carry a message from
Vice Rector Roman Strongin in Russia."
" Professor Strongin is well versed
in English, " Veri said, "and we have
no problems at all in using this instant
communications network."

The electror:lc mail received will
help Dr. Hagop Parnbookian, Professor
of Psychology at SSU, in making final
arrangements for a visit and lecture by
Rector Alexander Khokhlov and
Strongin during SSU's International
Week. Nov 9-13 .
Internet is an electronic computer

network that is used extensively in
higher education to communicate with
colleagues throughout the world. It allows colleagues in higher education to
transmit and receive important information regarding educational concerns.
Refore the inception of Internet,
communications between SSU and sis-

ter colledge Nizhny Novgorod were
handled through FAX transmissions
which proved to be untimely due to
logistical problems. The main problem
was that Nizhny Novgorod's only access to a FAX was at a local post office
which meant that transmitted messages
could not be received instantly.

SSU participates in mail message from Russia---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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What is the place to be on All Hallows Eve?--Anthony L. Estep

UC Pai:e Manai:er

·

even know where Halloween you. ·
gained its roots and beginnings, so
On the "Eve of all Hallow", it
let's step back in time for a brief was and still is believed by differmoment, and rediscover "Eve of ent religions, that the spirits of the
all Hallows."
dead can again walk the earth.
Halloween has been tradition- Halloween is considered the night
ally celebrated on October 31. It that the dead are set free to roam
has been known under different and cause havoc for the living.
names, such as, All
Saints Day from Christian origin, and Eve of
all Hallows from early
Druid rituals. Druids
,~....,......__
were the priest of Celt
religious beliefs. The
~---..=
Celts inhabited westem Europe and Britain
a little over a thousand
years ago.
Halloween has
manytraditionsthatar
not remembered i
today's celebration.
Long ago it was believed that if young
single female looked
into a mirror, on this
night of mystery, that
they could see the reflection of their future
love. This is a Northem European tradition
'of unknown origin. So
remember ladies, carry
those mirrors on the 31st and see People had many ways, in
what, or who, the future holds for the past, that they protected them-

selves and their homes. Channs,
potions, and the ever popular jacko-lantemarethemostremembered.
Charms can range from a simple
religiouspendant, whichthewearer
must have complete faith in, to
carrying a pouch filled with a mystic brew of spices, prepared by
your local witch.
Some people believed, that by drinking and eating special
foods and potions,
they were protected
from evil. To drink a
potion made from the
bark from the north
side of an oak tree
before bed time was
thoughttoprotectone
from spirits invading
that persons dreams.
Jack-o-lantems are a
tradition that is
strongly used in
America today, not
for protection, t-ut as
a decoration. Jack-oLanterns were used
to protect a person's
home in ages past. It
was believed that the
scarier the carved
face, the better it protected the home. They
were supposed to work on the

theorythatthespiritswouldseethe
jack-o-lantem and become frightened and go away. Some theory,
huh.
Halloween is a child's wondrous dream, a night to go out and
collect all the candy and sweets,
possibly even enough for the following year. If children don't re-ceivecandy,Iookoutpeople,tricks
Iayinwait.Everythingfromsoapin'
windows to toilet papering a house
can be expected. Some ofthe tricks
are not creative, but then again, it
all depends upon the imagination
ofthepeopleperformingthetricks.
I have seen a host of enjoyable
moments, such as a house that was
taped shut just to annoy the owner.
In the morning, they had to slip a
knife through a door crack to cut
thetape,thengooutandremoveit.
Then again, I have seen jokes performedinbadtaste, whereabunch
offannboysgottogetherandtipped
overouthousesat3 in the morning.
They seemed to get a real kick if
they tipped one over and someone
was in it. So, if your going to play
tricks this year, please do so in
somewhat good taste, you never
know, you could be on the receiving end of someone else's trick.
Whatever your plans for Evt: of
all Hallow, just be safe this weekend.

Miniature ghosts and goblins,
SJT1all witches with green faces, and
glow-in-the-dark skeletons. Small
children in every conceivable costume TUMing from house to house
cheerfully requesting treats. Halloween is the time for people everywhere to admire the uniqueness of
children.
Unfortwlately,noteveryonehas
a heart filled with love. There are
some who are evil and pass out
"treats" that are more of a cruel
"trick". People like this leave razors, pins, needles, glass, and even
drugs in the candy.

Parents must ·beware of what
their small loved ones
are ingesting on this
"Hallowed Eve".
Children must be
:wamednottoeattheir
treats before they are
checked and not go to
a house where they
do not know the
people. An even betterideaistogivechildren a halloween
party.
Mercy and Scioto
Memorial Hospitals in the past x-

rayed the "treats". After speaking

with Dr. Wayne Wheeler, I understand why this practice was stopped. According to him, x-rayed
candywas ''assumed''
to be safe by the parents, but x-ray machines do not detect
drugs and therefore
there was still a danger.
Wheeler has this
advice for parents of
''trick-or-treaters":
I) Children should
only go to houses they know.

2) Parents should inspect the
wrappers for holes and such.
3) Children should not accept
any homemade treats.
As a close, Dr. Wheeler stated
that members of the health care
profession do not advocate mass
trick-or-treating. They hope parents will take their children only to
people they know well.

By p. David Shope
UC Staff Writer
I innocently strolled intoThe Univer-

my first interview, and without my trusty
microcassette recorder I am doing my
best to relate the ensuing conversation.
The two explained that the SSU Cultural Affairs Committee evolved into the
Student Programming Board. It has continued to Co-sponsor the Southern Ohio
Community Concert Association this year.
A benefit derived by the Shawnee
State students through this sponsorship is
that they get in to the shows free, just by
showing their student I.D.'s. Varney and
Hull both expressed concern that the students were ignorant ofthis fact. I assured

both men that the students were just ignorant.(Pleaserememberthatlamasatirist.)
Theywenton totellaboutsomeofthe
up coming artist. I have to admit I was
impressed and I am planning on attending
some of the shows.
All shows will be in the SSU Activities Center and here is a schedule of the
upcoming shows:
MONDAY OCTOBER 26th Shanghai Acrobau
TU~DAYNOVEMBER3nl-Robert Bonfiglio : Bonfiglio is a world class
harmonicist. He has played on the Public

Winds dance through the tree
tops, as the spirits howl. I walk the
lonely, empty streets, and frightful
thoughts fill
my mind.
Whooooooooooo?thewiseoldowl
ask. It's only mortal me, daring to
walk the winds of time.
Thunder resounds, as a brief
flash of light exposes the world to
my eyes. What is that ahead,
dressed in tattered clothing? The
burning stare emanates from where
the eyes were at one time. The
stench ofdeath floods the air, causing my lungs to yearn to be elsewhere. This is Halloween: the time
of ghost, goblins and spirits are set
free to roam.
Today, Halloween is a time of
year when we see children dressed
-in a wide assortment of colorful
costumes. Children dressed as
witches,ghost,and, yes, evenninja
turtles. I remember when I was kid
and I thought I'd be creative, ya
know, dress up like a girl, ''not that
I have a female clothing fetish".
Well, it seemed like every other
~dontheblockhadthesameidea.
The streets were filled with kids
that looked like a mix of their big
sister's left over clothing. Today,
kids seem more interested in storebought costumes than their own
creativity. Some people still don't

---,:::;;~~=~~~
~~-•-..:!•

Miniature ghosts and goblins========~
"Red" Hot Views
by

Stephanie
Wright

Programs are FREE to SSU students

sity Chronicle office Friday, and I was

abruptly lassoed into doing an interview.
.. An interview!", I bellowed, "I'm a satirist".
My editor was unrelenting and I was
introduced Mr. Charles Varney, President
ofthe Southern Ohio Community Concert
Association.
Shortly afterward, we were joined by
Mr. Joe Hull, who is Chairman of the
Student Programming Board. This being

Radio Network numerous times. He has
also appeared on The Tonight Show with
Joh11ny Carson and . The Today Show.
Bonfiglio plays numerous styles, and the
managerofthe Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra believes be is an excellent enter•
taioer and is making the trip to Portsmouth to see him.
TUESDAY DECEMBER ht-The
Villate Waytet: a classical vocal ensemble with an early 19th century style.
Along with their normal show they will be
preforming a selection Christmas carols
that should tie in nicely with the "It's a
Dickens of a Christmas" festival.

Make this a safe and
joyous Halloween!

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 4th
1993- Jerry Conrad', Rhythm and
Bass: a 12 piece band from Cincinnati
that performs I 930's-19S0's style of
swing.
SATURDAY MARCH 27th 1993Tbe Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra:
Varney said "Most people in this area
don't iealize how highly thought of this
orchestra is in international symphonic
circles".
TUESDAY MAY 11th 1993-The
OSU Meo, Glee Club. This choral
group went to Ireland and won the world
choral championship io 1990.

.
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How to do Halloween:A guide to parents-------

say "trick-or-treat"

BY, Jay Arr Henderson
UC Staff Writer
Well, it's that time of year again
when weirdly costumed creatures go
door-to-door, goblins and other apparitions of pure evil plague us with
strident cries, weird things happen
and the begging begins.
But before the elections, we have
to get through Halloween.
Halloween is derived from the
Latin words Hallo ("I~a Limey bastard, bid you welcome") and Ween
(sound made by a witch on a splintery broom).
Halloween has a long and honored history. In ancient folklore this
was one of the four times of the year
when witches and demons and other
evil beings congregated to dance,
worship Satan and sell each other
Tupperware.
All you parents out there will
want to be especially careful this
year as razor blade sales are up.
Actually, the holiday has been so
sanitized and emasculated that it's
almost impossible for anything truly

horrible to happen to a child. Except in health-conscious yuppie
neighbor hoods where
the kid may
come home
with a lot of
rice cakesand
granola bars.·
For you
prospective
parents (prospective, from
the
Latin
words, prospect: to find,
and ive: '• Pull out, pull out, I forgot
my pill!") out there, don't worry:
you'll get the hang of this Halloweenbusinesssoonenough. It'sbasically very simple.
First, put your child in a traditional costume. Say, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle. Or a Richard
Nixon mask. Or combine the two.
Teenage Mu.tant Ninja Nixon.
A new fad this year is to dress
the child as a pumpkin. You know
those orange garbage bags they sell

with the little face painted on it?
Simply lift the child and insert him,
feet first,
and when
his feet are
touching
the bottom
of the bag,
cut out two
holesforthe
legs to go
through. Of
course, you
may have to
push pretty
hard to get'
him to fit in with all the stuff already
in there.
After your child is suitably costurned you will want to adjust the
mask. This is to make sure the child
cannot see what he is doing. If the
children could see each other, they
would get a pretty
goodideaofhow stupid they look and
refuse to participate.
Now you simply
push your child at the

The origins of Halloween _ _ __
Compiled by..[)onna Kerecz
UC Editor
Halloween means holy, or hallowed, evening and comes on October 31. It was named this because it
was the day before All Hallow's
Day, on November I .
The Celts, who occupied France
and the British Isles, had Druidism as
their religion. These priests had an
important festival, called Samhain,
on the last day of October.
This holiday meant the end of
summer and the beginning ofwinter.
The Druid priest's new year began
on November I, and their New Year's
Eve became our Halloween.
One of the rites connected with
the ancient observance of Halloween was the lighting of the large
bonfires on hilltops to frighten away
evil spirits, who had been released on
this special night.
While in grotesque masks, people
sang and danced around the bonfires
pretending to be pursued by the evil
spirits.
This was said to be the time of the
year for witches to ride through the
skies on their brooms.
On Halloween these witches, who
had sold themselves to the Devil,
danced on the hilltops with the ghosts
and goblins, while the Devil

played the castanet., made

from dead men's bones.
This was the night of the full
moon, when black cats, bats, fairies, and ghosts reeked havoc and

played tricks on humans, causing the supernatural to happen.
While people celebrated the
night around the bonfires, they
would talk about mysterious
happenings and strange, scary
sounds--this was probably the
beginning of our custom of telling ghost stories on Hallow-

een.

After Christianity began to spread,
nonbelievers of the
church mocked the
Christians, and on.
Halloween, they worshipped the Devil.
They would set the
skulls on pretend al~
tars and paint profane
crosses on church
walls.
Today, when
children wear ghost
costumes, witches
hats, or false faces,
and use black cats,
witches, and candy
com as decorations,
they are following
ancient customs. In
the United States,
when we have fun
with Halloween, we
are using a combination of religions, beliefs and Druid practice.
On All Hallows
Eve, if you should
lookupintheskyand
see a witch, stay out
of her way, because
she probably bas a

. date with the devil.

Happy Halloween

nearest house and hide in the bushes
where you can shout such helpful
instructions as • 'Say trick-or-treat.
Say it, Damn it. Say trick-or-treat or
youwon'tsitdownforaweek,you
little monster. Hold out your bag,
now. No, no stupid, open the bag.
Now say thank you. Do you want
everyonetothinkiraisedabrat?Say
thank you or you'll be eating that
mask!"
Now y~u go to the next house
and repeat the process. All over
again. The whole thing. Then to the
next house. And repeat the whole
process, complete with screaming.
And again. And again.
Many parents, the second year
they take their child trick-or-treating, find it necessarytotakealonga
little trick-or-treat oftheir own, usually 86-proof. You must not do this!
At some point in the proceed-

ings,youchildisgoingtotellyouhis
feet hurt and he wants to sit down.
He will then suggest that you put on
the costume and goto the next house
andtrick-or-treatforhim.Ifyouare
drunk, this will sound like a good
idea. It isn't. Some people take picturesoftrick-or-treaters.
For centuries Halloween took
place on Oct. 31st. Because we here
inAmericahaveaGod-givenright
to not get time off in the middle of
the week, we now celebrate Halloween whenever it's convenient: Oct.
29, Oct. 28, March 11 -- whenever.
The only night we don't have
Halloween any more is on the night
when we're supposed to. Therefore,
wemaywalkabroad(andevenwalk
a broad home) on Oct. 31, knowing
that the witches wi!l not be out that
night.

We're

HALIOWEEN DANCE ·

to ~tol.D ou
a goob time!

Thursday, October 29, 1992
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Ramada Inn Poolside
Free to Shawnee State students and one guest with a valid I.D.
Prizes will be awarded for the funniest, scariest, most original,
and best couple costumes.
Free food and soft drinks.
DJ by Hitman Entertainment Inc.

sity
Student Programming Boa
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SSU's basketball lineup===~=======

By Tom Davis

UC Sports Editor
This year, the mens basketball
team will switch to quicker and faster
style of play. Head Coach Jim Arnzen said, "We are tremendously
quicker than we were last year. Another noticeable feature is our team
attitude. With our quickness there
will be a new style of play ... a lot
more full court coverage and fast
breaks.''
The Bears have five returning
lettermen, five red shirts, and four
new players. There are no seniors on
the roster, five juniors, six sophomores, and three freshmen.
Number IO, Travis Merry, is a
jWtior Plastic Engineering major.
He will be the key to the bear's new
style of play. Arnzen commented,
"A real key to carry over from last
year has been the leadership role of
Travis Merry." He is the SSU alltime assists leader, while holding
the record for most assists in a single
game. At Lima [Ohio] Central
Catholic High School he played for
coach Bob Seggerson on the state
runner-up teain. Merry was also AllState in track anibasketball.
Number 24 is Ryan Hudson, a
Political Science and Psychology

major. He transferred from Edison
State, which was coached by Larry
Leffel. His team, at one point, was
ranked 12th in the nation. He also
led the nation in 3-point field goals
made and attempted.
Number 52 is Darius Williams
who was red-shirted last year after
transferring from Rio Grande. WilIiarns played at P.K. Young High
School where he was selected as a
McDonald All-American. He is
majoring in pre-law.
Number 54 is John Daily, who
attended Shawnee last year, and is a
product of Valley·High School in
Louisville, Kentucky. In 1990-91,
he attended Lee's Junior College in
Jackson, Kentucky where his team
finished 29-3 and two games away
from the national tournament. Daily
is a English and Humanities major.
Number 42, Craig Miller, played
at Portsmouth High School where
he was involved in a state championship in 1988. Miller was the team
MVP in 1989 under coach Joe
Suboticki. Milleris transferring from
Cedarville College and is a Business
Administration major.
Number 14 is Darryl Lisath, a
transfer from Cedarville College.
He played high school ball at Ports-

Big J & Pepsi $. 99 - Footer $1.25

ean's

Corner of Gallia
and Offnere Streets
Flurries and shakes, sundaes and hot fudge cake
Open Sun. - Thur. 8. a.m. - 11 p.m., Fri - Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

I0% off to SSU students, (acul

and staff

mouth High School under Suboticki. .was selected to the All-State tournaHe played on the state runner-up ment team. Tracy is a Plastics Engiteam in 1990 and was selected All- neering major.
Number 20, La-Niel Hill, an ElState Honorable Mention. Lisath is
a Business and Public Finance ma- ementary Education. Heplayed under coach Walt Killian at Shaw High
jor.
Number 22 is Mike Helton, a School. In 1991 they went 19'-3 and
transfer this season from Morehead were district runner-ups.
Number 50 is Darrio Jones
State,majoring in Accounting. He
played his high school basketball played under coach Roy Wright at
for coach Rex Cooksey at Fairview Bath County High School. In 1991.
High School. His team went to the he averaged 26.5 points a game and
was the seventh leading scorer in the
16th Region final game in 1990.
Number jo is Norman Robinson state of Kentucky. Jones' major is
Jr., who played under coaches Dave Computer Information Systems.
Number 32 is Jason Gammon
Boyle and John Walker at Westland
High School. In 1990, they went 19- who played for coach Randy Ward
5 and were district runner-ups . at Greenup County High School. He
Robinson is a Psychology major. was a member of the 1990 team that
Number 34 is Ron Kenley, a transfer advanced to the Kentucky ''Sweet
from Los Angeles City College in Sixteen". His junior year he was
California. Kenley was the team's ALL-District and All-Region. His
leading rebounder and second lead- senior year he was All-District, Alling scorer last year. Played for coach 0 KAC Conferance, All-Area, and
Dave Scheetz at Columbus West All-State Honorable Mention.
High School where he was an All- Gammon was in "Who's Who" his
State and McDonald's All-Ameri- jwuor and senior year for academics
can nominee. His major is unde- and sports. He is majoring in Plastics Engineering.
cided.
Head coach Arnzen is in his
Number 40 is Bryan Dyer, the
MVP of his South Webster High . ninth season as head coach. He preSchoolteamundercoachRickBow- viously coacheq at Northwestern
man. He also achieved Honorable Businee College in Lima, Ohio for
Mention All-Ohio and received the four years. He is presently in his fifth
Shane Phipps Award his senior year. year at SSU and his first year as
Dyer is a Plastics Engineering ma- Athletic Director. Jim graduated
from Delphos St. Johns High School
jor.
Number 44, Tracy Claxon, in 1976. In 1980, he graduated from
played at Greenup County High Defiance College and obtained his
School Wtder coach Randy Ward. masters from the University of DayHis 1991 team won the 16th Re- ton.
Coach Erek Perry joins the ranks
gional Tourarnent in Kentucky and
made a strong showing at the "Sweet of the SSU coaching staff after a
Sixteen'' state tournament. Claxon successful four year college basketball career. He was captain of the
1991-92 Bear's team. Prior to SSU,
Perry
attended the University of
RISPIE CREME DONUT
Delaware and Virgini·a Military In120 I Galliastitute. He is an honor student majoring in Social Science.
Monday-Friday,S1.m. to9:4Sp.m.,
Coach Eugene Collins Jr. is a
Saturday S 1.m. to 8:4S p.m., Cloeed
1'983
graduate of Portsmouth High
Sunday
School where he played varsity

Mrs. Renison's

sports in basketball and baseball. He
is also a 1985 graduate of Shawnee
State Community College and a
former player of the Shawnee State
Rangers. He is in his second year as
an assistant for the bears.
Manager Joe Smith is from
Anderson, Indiana where he graduated from Anderson High School in
1990. His senior year Smith was the
team manager for the Indiana High
School All-Star team and the
McDonald's All-Stars. He is a
sophmore majoring in Business Administration.
Trainer Phil Bon2o graduated
from Portsmouth East High School
in 1989, where he lettered in football and baseball.He has been the
trainer for men's and women's basketball and softball. He has donated
his time over the past few years as a
trainer for the Portsmouth East,
McDermott Northwest, and Portsmouth West football teams. Bonzo
is a senior majoring in Natural Science.
The Bears have been practising
hard for the upcoming season because the NAIA District 22 is one of
the toughest in the nation. District
22 use to boast when two or three of
their teams would participate in the
NAIA championships. Last year was
an exception, a record four teams
made it to the championships. They
were Malone, Urbana, Findley, and
Tiffin. The Bears will be on the road
for their first three scrimmages. October 23 they play at Cincinnati
Tech. Then they travel to Ft. Wayne,
Indiana to play two games on October 30 and 31 with games against
Indiana Tech and St. Francis. Arnzen stated, "Once we open the season we will play six games in twelve
days. We have to be ready." The
bears open the season November
6th and 7th at the Lindsey-Wilson
ToumamentinColumbia,Kentucky.

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

Before you diet again read this book

Fat Science
By John Novak, M.D.

An interesting and easily digested summary of
basic. scientific information
-- Don't undertake another diet or weight loss scheme
until you read this
-- How your brain, your intestines, your metabolism
and your fat conspire to keep you in the shape you're in
SU.95 Available at
SSU Bookstore
Marting·s
Martin Russt!l's

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-

327-6013.

ack To School Special

15.95 oil chan es ecial

=

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis lube
available at

Knlttel's BP Service Center
Gallia & Waller Streets

1111

Knittel' s Radiator & Air Conditioning Shop
2026 Robinson Avenue

Knlttel's Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 11th Street

10% ciscounton labor with~ ID

i2@lo"SNmmi

: ON ART SUPPLIES :
at

.: Majestic Paint Cente~
I 928 Gallia Street I
I
I

I
I

·---------Open 8 - S:30
Sat. 8- S
Phone 3S3-7180
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SSU library one of the most advanced in Ohio
putercatalogingsystem,andtodedicateeightnewbenchesandashums.
'Beartrack' is designed to make
finding infonnation in the library
quicker and easier, through the use
of computers.
Tess Midkiff, library director,
said that ' Beartrack' wiil eventually

become a part of OHIOLINK, a
computer network which links university libraries to one another. This
system enables users to request
and receive information from Ii.braries participating in the
OHIOLINKprogramwithouthaving to travel to that particular uni-

TheGleitsmanFoundation,aLos eryotf1eryear, commencing in 1993,
Angeles-based non-profit organiza- to exceptional social crusaders outtion, has established the Michae I side of the country.
Schwerner Activist Award to recogThe Activist Award is dedicated to
nizecollegestudentswhoareproving the memory of Cornell University
themselves to be outstanding cata- graduate Michael Schwemer, a civil
lysts ofsocial change in their schools rights activist who was kidnapped and
and commwlities.
murdered in Mississippi in 1964 (along
The Gleitsman Foundation also with co-workers James Chaney and
presents the biennial Gleitsman Award Andrew Goodman).
for People Who Make A Difference,
The award will be presented evwhich honors social activists working ery spring to five men or women curwithin the United States; and the rentlyenrolledinacollegeorwiiverSakharov Award, to be presented ev- · sity in America who have challenged

~ome fonn of social injustice, promoted positive solutions for change
and inspired others to realize that they
too can make a difference.
Awardhonoreeswilleachreceive
$1,000.Nominationsforhonoreesmay
be submitted by students, campus faculty, staffmembers, alumni orothers.

Kevin L. Zornes
UC staff writer

The Library is one step closer to
being one of the most advanced
libraries in the state. On Oct. 13, a
ceremony was held to introduce
'Beartrack' the library's new com-

Activist Award to recoenize college students

Nomination fonns must be returned by Jan. 31, 1993 and are available bywritingtotheGleitsmanFoundation, 6100 Wilsllire Boulevard, Suite
400,LosAngeles,Calif.,90048-5111.

Grow sponsors seminar on Agoraphobia

Over I 3 million agoraphobics in U.S.

Grow will be sponsoring a free
public seminar on agoraphobic ,
chronic anxiety, and panic disorder
in Flohr Lecture Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Oct. 29.

Kathy Hower, a recovered agoraphobic, will be the keynote
speaker. Hower has been featured
on various radio talk shows. She is a
home study consultant, a stress management speaker and co-facilitates
a group in Toledo, Ohio.
Hower said she suffered with

Facts About Agoraphobia

agoraphobia, anxiety and panic at- finally, through behavior modificatacks for six years during which time tion, she said she leame4 at the
she a voided doing many things such Midwest Center for Stress and Anxias going into stores.
. ety how to use effective coping techHower said she had to appear in niques.
control at all times which is typical
Hower will share some insights
for people who suffer with agora- into ·how others also can begin to
phobia. She said she had many body make positive behavioral changes.
symptoms ranging from nausea,
If unable to attend the seminar,
muscle tension and feelings of con- write the Midwest Center for Stress
fusion to uncontrollable bouts of and Anxiety, 106 N. Church St.,
anger.
Suite 200, Oak Harbor, Ohio43449
Physicians told her for six years or phone 800 944-9440 to receive a
to get her stress under control, and free infonnation packet.

F~cts About Anxiety

-Behaviorist today have redefined agoraphobia as the fear
of fear and fear of fearful feelings. Thedictionarydefinesagoraphobia as the fear of open
spaces or fear of the market
place.
-There are more than 24 million agoraphobics in the United
States. Of that number only two
perMnt are housebound.

versity.
The eight new benches and
ashums, located outside the main
entrance of the library, were purchased with money donated by Mrs.
Janet Selby.
Tess Midkiff told The University Chronicle that after the library

Free books donated by SSU's BASICS
One of the highlights at the paperbacks, both fiction and refer Scioto County Fair was the new ence, from the Christian Appalafree books given away by the chian Project in Lancaster, Ky.
Scioto Radio Reading Service. So far, the approximately 70,000
These books were donated by books have been distributed to
Shawnee S:ate University 's BA- over 40 charitable organizations in
the Portsmouth
S IC S
area, including
(Basic
churches, hosAdu It
pitals, public
Educahousing, etc.
tion in
There are still
College
books availSetting)
able, so ifyour
PROcharitable orGRAM .
ganization
Carolyn
would like to
Gross ,
receive some,
Coordiplease contact
nator Of
From left to rlsht Jerilyn Day, Yolunteer Scioto Radio Readlna service; Carolyn
Ms. Gross at
BASICS , GroH, coordinator of BASICS; Kathlene
received HcFarlane, volunteer Scioto Radio R-dShawnee BAlns Service; and Peay Gains, Director
$334,000 Scioto Radio Readlna Service.
SICS, 355worth ofVikingand Penguin Press 2325.
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL

355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

It's a beautiful girl! Jennifer Maria,
7 lbs. 5 oz., 10-7-92, to Nick and Laura
Scherer Throckmorton. Proud grandparents, Truman and Barbara Throckmorton, and Robert and Ann Scherer;
great grandmother, Mabel Throckmorton. Ad.
For Sale: Emerson digital portable CD player $35. Movies, VHS

LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE

WATCKES
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEE.

STATE LICENSE
PAWNBROKER

B&B INC.
353-4250

137Gallla5t.
Portsmolth

·

was built" ... there was no money
left for outside seating. Mrs. Selby
donated the money and told us to use
it for whatever we needed." Midkiff went on to say, "It's nice to
finally walk out of the library and
not see students sitting on the
ground."

format, more than 500 titles to choose
from $10 each. Call Daniel at 2594823. Ad.
Emancipated minor seeking financially stable and protective relationship with mature, elderly gentleman. The one necessity required is the
desire to be addressed as "Sugar
Daddy''. Ifinterested see TE in Massie
411.
Congratulations Leah Senior VoTech Attendant! Love ya, Craig. To
respond see TE in Massie 411 .
Beautiful, se:s:y, intellectual
~londe, looking for a motivated soul
mate. If interested see TE in Massie
411.
Waylaid Surfer Dude looking for
beach to live with. Look for the coolest
dude in the University Chronicle office.
21-year-old male seeking female,

18-24 for mind expanding experiences.
Must have criminal record and be ex-

cited by the sound of breaking glass.
Meet me at the next Mothman concert.
I'll be the one with no body hair.
Bye Daniel! We'll miss you.

Thanks for all your hard work. From
the UC staff.
Blonde seeking Mlrabello's tie

collection. JUST WHERE DO YOU
SHOP?
Go vote on November 3. Go vote
on November 3. Go vote on November
3. Go VOTE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
To the conservative Mr. P. David
Shope---Wake Up! Bush has made the
words KINDER and GEN1LER dirty.
Happy Halloween. Happy Halloween. Happy Halloween.
Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend. Don't drink and drive this weekend.
Total woman seeks the company
ofa metaphysical man who understands
nature religions and nude drumming.
Meet these guidelines, write me. Correspondent 028. Reply to the University
Chronicle, Massie 411. Ad.
To the conservative Mr. Joseph
Varacalli-Your President-Mr. Read
My Lips-SUCKS BIG TIME and be is
going to LOOSE! VOTE CLINION!
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Prince and the New Power· Generation returns to charts
Since the late 70's, Prince has
entertained the masses with his own
unique brand of sometimes strange,
sometimes fwmy, and almost always controversial music.
Now he's returned with his
twelfth album ( 13th if you count the
ill-fated bootleg Black Album, a
spoofofthe Beatles' White A/bum),
and his second with his New Power
Generation.

~·
is the follow-up to Diamonds and

&m:JJ. (1991 ), probably his bestselling album since Si~ 'O' The

JJm£J. (1987). Between those al-

bums, Prince released Lovesexy
( 1988), and soundtracks for BoJman
(1989) and Gra@i Bridge (1990).

Diamonds <ind Pearls released
five singles: "Cream" and "Gett
Off'' (released simultaneously),
"Diamonds
and
Pearls" and "Insatiable'' (released simultane ou sly),
and
"Money Don't Matter
2Night."
,..

MF" isasongwhichyouwon'thear
on the radio due to its lyrics. I' II only
say that it's a decent song, because

Mar-Tunes

\';

by

Martin Poston

leads off with
"My Name is Prince,"
the latest single, and
"Sexy MF", the first
single. "My Name is
Prince" is a fast-moving rap tune currently playing on
MTV. It's unlike anything ever seen
or heard from Prince before. ••Se.xy

I could go on for pages about my
opinions oflabeling and censorship.
The new album is filled with

more great dance tunes, including
"The Max", "Wanna Melt With
U", "The Continental", and "The
Flow''. Other standout
tracks lying in that vast
domain between ballads and dance tunes
include• 'The Morning
Papers",
"Blue
Light", "And God
Created Woman'', and
''7''.
Those who watch
the "My Name is
Prince'' video will recognize Kirstie (Chs:£r.s)
Alley, playing a reporter. She is also
heard on the album in two short
dialogue tracks.

Among Prince's 12 albums, I'd
rank (.

¥'

fourth, behind I )PuwleRain(l984),
2)1999 (1982), and 3)Sign 'O' The
Times. Overall opinion:••••
FISHERMAN SCALE:
•••••-Great Catch, ••••-Good
eatin', •••-It's a keeper, .. _A little
below the limit, • -Throw it back, 0
stars-Cancerous
I'd like to thank Mr. Phil
Thieken and lim Shephard and
Shephard's Soundworks for supplying the music for UC reviews.
These and othertitlescan be found
atShephard'son905GalliaStreet.

Man Manson gives free music on November 13 - 14

Mad Manson is here, and I'm
going to let you in on a great chance
to get more music. Last week, I told
you that I would be driving the
Automania Van, passing out free
music, well here's the deal. The
target weekend is Nov. 13-14, and I
will be driving the van both nights,
passing out music to students who
come up and show me their ID's.
Shephard' swill be open late both
nights, so you can go in and check
out all the new music. Also, in the
free music, there will be some randomly placed coupons for
Shephard's and Automania. So stop

·--------.
: Dairy-Creme :
:

333 2nd Street

:

I

Footer
Mediwn Pepsi

I

I

by Shephard's on those nights with
your coupons, buy some music, or
make an appointment
with Automania for a
stereo, or a window
tint. Automania will
have a display set up at
Shephard' s on those
nights.
We're going to be
givingouttapes,CD's,
and cassette singles to
students; and maybe
posters and frisbees to
everyone else.
So keep watching my column
and watch for ads in the paper and
flyers around school for more details.

Manson on Music

CHANGE EVERYTHING, the
newalbumfromthebandDelAmitri
is a lesson of the ins and outs oflove

·---------·
With Coupon

I

Ell

•

•
•
•
•

Philip

Celified Technicians
24-llour Emergency Service
Oxygen Concentrators
Portable Oxygen Systems
Size D, E Ta11ks
Aerosol USN Units
Suction Units
Humidifiers/Vaporizer,;
Air Purifiers

abouthowweneverletanyoneknow
what we: re feeling when we should.
Del Amitri brings a point of a man's
feelings on heart breaJc with songs
like" Just Like a Man", "The First
Rule of Love", and "Behind the
Fool". Del Amitri's CHANGE EVERYTHING is a great change in

rock by going back to basics. Look
for CHANGE EVERYTHING on
store shelves soon, it's
well worth the money.
·••112

Former Guns 'n'
Roses Rhythm Guitarist, Izzy Stradlin' s new
album titled IZZY
STRADLIN AND
THE JU JU HOUNDS
sounds like the late
'60's Rolling Stones
meet the 90's L.A.
Rock :.cene. Izzy and the Hounds
have some fun with "Shuffle it
All" and "Cuttin' the Rug". My
personal favorites, "Time Gone
By", "Train Tracks", and "Take
a Look at the Guy'', show that bzy
has talent to write music. The albums only true ballad ''Come on

Now Inside" is an acoustic song
with a back-up singer providing an
almost gospel sound that must be
heard to be appreciated. •• •
Grade Scale : • • •• • excellent,
• ••• great, ••• good, •• fair, •
poor.

I would like to thank Tim
Shephard and Shephard 's Sound
Works, 905 Gallia St.,for providing
me with music for ·review. All thes~
albums, and many more are available at Shephard 's.
I would also like to extend a loJe
thanks to Chris ShumpofAutomania
for letting me review last week's
albums on his car stereo system.
Remember to vote on Nov. 3rd.
Protect your 1st amendment
rights. The music you get to listen
to may depend on it.

Watch for
Mad Manson
on Nov. 13-14

~NESIS OXYGEN & HOME
GE
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
•
•
•
•

by

Thieken

:I $1.50 :I
I

relationships. Theircurrenthitsingle,
"Always the Last to Know", is all

• T.E.N.S. Units &
Supplies
• Beds
• Commodes
• Walki11g Aids
• Apnea Monitor
• Geriatrics &
Pediatric Supplies
• Monthly Visits

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO 45662
P.O. BOX 1325
614-354-4363 • FAX 614•353·1938
JACKSON 614-286-6737 · LOl.m;A 6o6-638·9303

FOREIGN CARS ARE NOT FOREIGN TO US
Bumper-to-bumper service is our speciality

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Audi

Volvo

Mercedes
Volkswagen
Mazda
Nissan
British Leyland
Saab

TUNE-UPS-ELECTRICAL REPA 1.,
ENGINE REP AI,9-P
AIR C0>
BRAKE DRU!\
We inspect pi
domesti

Mon. - Fri. 8:0"

Aut
AutoV

Foreign (..

Port•
YOUR ONE STUP CENTER FOR IA

606 John Street

BOSCH
P" .... _..

I[

Happy ,:uo~een
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Run to bookstore for I he Way I hings Ought lo Be
Are you one of the many peo,i>le
I have talked to lately who say they
are tired of the media telling them
what to think? Well, have I got a
book for you! It is conservative commentator Rush Limbaugh's The Way
Things Ought To Be.
Mr. Limbaugh uses his "talent
on loan from God'' to set a few
things straight. He gives insightful
views and commentaries on such
subjects as media bias, when Ross
Perot's presidential campaign really started, the real feminist

agenda, and the Hill-Thomas hearings in an entertaining and easy-toread format.
Here is just a
taste of Rush's
wit and wisdom
from
''The
Limbaugh
Lexicon":
"Demonstrating absurdity by be,ing
absurd: my favorite way of poking
fwt at liberal icons and their insane

statements. By ridiculing them and
exagerating my response, I point out
the utter
fatuousness
of the liberal philosophy."
If you
areaconservative you
must own
this book. It
is a gourmet feast for the thinking
person. Ifyouarealiberalyoushoul<i

at least borrow a copy to learn why being fully prepared to do so withthose who prefer common-sense out reading this book.
reasoning to blind faith don't agree
One last thing: run now to
with you (by the way Pat Schroeder your nearest bookstore and hope
listens to Rush faithfully). For those you can find a copy - the day
of you who are still undecided, this mine was purchased it was the last
book will help to clarify issues in the store.
facing us this November.
However, there were plenty of
I am a spouse, a parent, a small copies of Perot's book, Clinton's
businessowner(whohasdonevery book, and Gore's book still on the
well the last twelve years, thank shelves. Oh well, we can't all be
you) and a student.-1 cjUUlot ima3- ~Jr~~ine anyone who fits ope Qf these :$rtS,Q1t-f<llflffl9";.Js/.~ V..G Staff
roles and who is register,ditQ y~, ~.P.lii"·

By Karen Wilson
Copy Editor ,
The two galleries of SOMACC
are offering two vefy diverse displays. The first, in the Mezzanine
Gallery, was the main draw for me.
It is a showing of political cartoons
by Jim Borgman of the Cincinnati
Enquirer. Thisshowingofhiswork
includes drawings from the Carter
administration to those of this elec-

tionyear.Orastheylabeledit"Drawings from the Smorgasbord of Politics" .
One of the reasons I enjoy
Borgman 's work is that he doesn't
focus solely on one person or idea.
Some opinion writers and cartoonists get twtnel vision and follow
their own agendas. He does get his
point across but it is done with hu-

·
mor.
There was another patron in the
gallery with me, and she laughed all
the way through the exhibit. I fowtd
myselflaughing at cartoons, even if I
disagreed with them, because of the
creative way they were presented.
Included in the exhibit were actual
layoutsofthecartoonwithBorgman'-s
corrections or directions on them.

Theotherexhibit,intheKricker
Gallery, is called "Wood in Disguise". Four artists' works are ineluded, and they could use other
media, however wood must be the
main medium. Tamara Jaegar's
worksareofmixedmedia:painted
wood,metal.Accordingtothecards
postedbyherworkssheusesfowtd
wood, showing that she is environ-

mentally aware.
The main body of Ron Isaac's
work was wood smoothed and
painted to look like men's suit jackets: But his most outstanding work
was the lily pads on the back wall.
Both exhibits will be here until
Nov. 15th, so be sure and catch
them, and remember that Fridays

The University Chronicle presents the first~ver contest. A Hooptie is. a car, generally old and ugly.
Most often Hoopties are multicolored vehicles with different sizes
and styles of tires or wheels. Sometimes Hoopties are missing a headlightortwo, maybe even a window.
All entries must include a clear

photo as well as a short description of why it's a Hoopie. Entries
must be received by Oct. 30. Winners will be aMounced Nov. 2.
The contest is open to all students except Chroniclestaffmembers.
Firstprizewillbe$25ofgasoline. Second will be $15 of gaso-

fine and third prize will be $5 of
gasoline. All prized may be redeemed at Knittel's BP Service
Center, Gallia and Waller Streets
in Portsmouth.

--Musical Hertiage Society, 14
Park Rd., TintonFall,NJ07724. The
best place to buy rare classical recordings.
--Andre Perrault, Old Stone
House, 73 E. Allen St., Winooski,
VT 05404. Another excellent source
for classical music.
--Time-Life Records, 777 Duke
St.,Alexandria, Va 22314. Selected
master in both the classical and pop
fields. Best: A collection of Mozart
in 30 boxes and the Giants of Jazz
series.

--Smithsonian Recordings,
Boxl0239,DesMoines,IA50336.
Reconstruction of old musical
comedies, vintage jazz and other
historical treasures.
- - Book-of-the- Month
Records, Camp Hill, PA 17012.
Everything from great modem
classical master to songs of the
Depression taken from old 78RPM records.
From The Book of Secrets

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!

SOMACC offering diverse displays~~~·~~~~
uc

I

Concert Update I

The Ramones and Social Distortion

w/Overwhelming Colorfast
Tuesday, Nov. 3, 7:30p.m.
Cincinnati Gardens
Reserved Seat Tickets on sale
now at all Ticketmaster outlets,
The Gardens Box Office and
by phone:513-749-4949
Megadeth w/ Special guest
Suicidal Tendencies
Sunday, Nov. 22, 7:30 p.m.
(Doors open 6:30 p.m.)
Cincinnati Gardens
Reserved Seat Tickets on sale
now at all Ticketmaster outlets,
The Gardens Box Office or by
phone:513-749-4949
Beastie Boyz and the Rolling
Band w/ special guest Da Lench
Mob

Thursday, Oct. 29, 8:00 p.m.

Dayton Hara Arena
General Admission Tickets on
sale now at all Ticketmaster outlets,
Hara Box Office and by phone:
513-749-4949

Coming soon at Bogarts - 24hour eventline 513-281-8400

Drong
Wednesday, Oct. 28, 7:00 p.m.
Tickets:TicketrnasterS 13-7494949
GWAR w/ Flipper
Thursday, Oct. 29, 7:00 p.m.
Afghan Whigs w/Poster Children
Saturday, Oct. 31, 7:30 p.m.
The Back Doors
Friday Nov. 6, 7:30 p.m.
The Lemonheads w/ Walt
Mink
Saturday, Nov. 7, 7:30 p.m.

for The Chronicle.
Call Donna at 355-2278

The Bear's Den

the place for food at ShawQee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a._m. - 9:~ p:m .• Monda~ thru Thursday
7.30 a.m. -4.00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m .• Saturday

In the University Center

Your Junky car could bring prize

RAISE A COOL
$1000

Where to buy hard-to-find recordines by mail

Join the Fine Arts
Society Call Daniel
Malone 355-2278

Write Reviews

are Free at SOMACC!

STIJDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing. 800-423-5264

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
No •Wiaadoa. No

Yo•
aet • FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
fori:allln1

1~932-0S28, E•t. 6S

BILL KNITTEL'S BP
•
·
·
·
•
·
·

Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
f4llilil
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5813
353-9205

Gallia & Waller Sts.

Portsmouth

KIUUel'S

c,:--r.

., : .: ,·.
._·
,. .../
•,.
~;{~)

Air Conditioning
and

Radiator Shop
~al'ldla11Drllld*C01141llonlnflll'lkec111i.

- -

$15.95 Oil Change Special

hicladet oil fflter and •P to S 9um
of oil and 11:oaplete
lube

2026 Robinson Ave. 35'1-1230

10% disC011nt on labor with SSU ID

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Space Available For Winter Quarter
call 353 - 5405

Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
on SSU Campus

'
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CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
940 SECOND STREET
. PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662-4344

'\1ou Know. it! ro ridiculour. It I don't call my

parent$ e:iery Wnday at e)(act~ S_o'clock,
th~ thihk I wa) kidl'\apped by a/,enf, or
{0/llething. AN>lway, ore SU/'\daY l'Y'E! arid
M k. e decide to take-off afld checkout
+h!r fo v,ie're hang,113_ out and I look_ a+
atch 5 0 'clod(. At~,ght, fo rny call1h9
11d i head dowri to +he local pool hall.
(Which I happen to know has p~otie~
1'nJ I te II t~e folks the Mart,anr Set1.d
,heir bert. '

Ci,;
:J'a

o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when·you can't dial direct.
With the ·new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special
discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your

card,.you'll never need to apply for another.
·If you get your Calling Card now, your first call
will be free~• And you'll becom~ a member of
AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out, of this world.

1b get an AW Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
._ffllld,... .., • ...,. .... ~ao.-ar-.i,-all08r,-llllled10-mdra,- .....

C,19>.l,\ffl.•~ttC....-..PlmllrCIJl . . 800 ...... b.._... •• Vcria.. ll!Clfftlr«arS3A11TLD.Cn6car . . . . . . .

tlPtM~.

u ..... .,cmii1crkt...........-. ... .-. . . . c.Ililg . . . . . . . .

AT&T

